DQ Series Advanced System Amplifiers

Quick Reference Sheet
The DQ Series amplifiers offer a wealth of programming functionality, and this quick reference sheet is intended to
get the user quick access to the most common functions without the need to consult the user manual. As such, this
guide concentrates on core features on the input side of the DSP - which gives access to the functions you will need
in the vast majority of scenarios.
Accessing the Input Functions
Pressing the INPUT key accesses the input functions, and each button press cycles through the four DSP modules in
the order of Input A -> Input B -> Input C -> Input D -> Home Screen -> Input A -> Input B etc.

The graphic to the left illustrates this
system - so to access the parameters
for DSP Module C for example, simply
press the INPUT key three times.

Navigating the Input Functions
Once in the parameter menu for a given DSP module, you navigate through the parameters by using the UP and
DOWN arrow keys. Detailed overleaf is the full input menu navigation matrix, but the most commonly needed
functions are detailed below.
Note: Examples are detailed for accessing the function in DSP Module A, but to reach other modules simply press
the INPUT key more times as illustrated above.
Pressing the INPUT key once will access the Gain, Polarity and Mute functions
for a given DSP module (1 press for A, 2 presses for B and so on).

To access the Preset Recall function, press the INPUT key
once, followed by the DOWN arrow once.
To access the Input Matrix
press the INPUT key once,
followed by the DOWN arrow
three times.
To access the Input Delay function, press the INPUT key once
followed by the UP arrow once.
Handy Shortcuts
Locking the front panel - press and hold the UTILITY key for 10 seconds. Repeat the process to unlock.
Clearing Overlay EQ - Overlay EQ stored on an amplifier by the System Engineer software (illustrated by the amber
“overlay” LED on the front panel) can be cleared by pressing and holding the UTILITY and ENTER keys for 5 seconds.
Back to Home - pressing the UTILITY key at any time will return the device to the Home screen.
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